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Selective excitation of the LP11 mode in step
index fiber using a phase mask
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College of Optics and Photonics/CREOL
Orlando, Florida 32816-2700
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Abstract. We present a novel mode selective coupling technique for
step index fiber. This technique utilizes phase matching for excitation of
higher-order modes while suppressing the fundamental mode. Using this
technique, a phase element is fabricated and tested to demonstrate the
high coupling efficiency to the LP11 mode. In addition, we derive an
analytical expression of the coupling efficiency of the LP11 using a single
phase element. © 2006 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
�DOI: 10.1117/1.2219425�

Subject terms: selective excitation; mode coupling; fiber optics; phase matching;
fiber coupling.
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1 Introduction

In many fiber systems, higher-order guided modes have
unique optical properties compared to the fundamental
mode in terms of their intensity distribution, polarization,
and phase properties. Introducing an efficient and selective
coupling technique allows one to exploit their unique prop-
erties in several applications such as short distance data
transmission and mode division multiplexing.1 Fiber sens-
ing applications also require spreading the power in the
cladding region, which can be accomplished though the
excitation of higher-order modes.

Several mode selective coupling schemes have been pre-
sented based on angular selective coupling2 or using a tilted
grating written in the core of the fiber using holography
techniques.3 On the other hand, Ref. 4 presents a novel
diffractive vortex lens to couple the light to higher-order
azimuthal modes to avoid the central deformation of the
refractive index profile in graded index fibers.

We present an efficient mode selective excitation of the
LP11 mode in a step index fiber that sustains a few modes
by introducing a phase element that tailors the light at the
input of the fiber system, in a similar fashion as in Ref. 5
The excitation of this mode is achieved through placing a
phase element in the path of the input light as depicted in
Fig. 1. The design of this optical component depends on the
physical structure of the fiber and on the phase profile of
the specific mode that is excited. In this work, we introduce
a phase coupling element with a phase profile equivalent to
that of the LP11 mode. Using this element, we demonstrate
that the field at the input facet of the fiber sustains the same
phase profile as the LP11 mode. On the other hand, its am-
plitude is different. This difference corresponds to a reduc-
tion of the coupling efficiency to this mode during the test-
ing process. However, we have experimentally achieved a
selective coupling efficiency as high as 81% when using
this element for selective mode excitation to the LP11
mode. To verify this result, we derived a closed-form solu-
tion for the LP11 mode selective coupling efficiency when

using this phase element. This analytical solution shows the
dependence of the coupling efficiency on the fiber structure
and the light source parameters.

2 Theory

For a step index fiber of core radius a and a working wave-
length �, the field distribution of the guided linearly polar-
ized modes can be represented as follows,6

�v,m�r,�,z� =�
Av,mJm�uv,m

r

a
�

�cos�m��exp�− i�v,mz� r � a

Av,m
Jm�uv,m�
Km�wv,m�

Km�wv,m
r

a
�

�cos�m��exp�− i�v,mz� r � a

� . �1�

In Eq. �1�, the suffixes v and m are the indices for the
guided radial and azimuthal components, respectively, and
Av,m is the excitation coefficient of the LPv,m mode. It is
defined as the square root of the power coupling coefficient
�v,m, represented by the following overlap integral
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Fig. 1 The main coupling scheme for selective excitation of the LP11
mode using a phase element for mode conversion.
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�v,m =

��
0

2	�
0




Ein�r,�� · �v,m�r,�,0�*rdrd��2

�
0

2	�
0




	Ein�r,��	2rdrd��
0

2	�
0




	�v,m�r,�,0�	2rdrd�

, �2�

where Ein�r ,�� is the field profile at the input facet of the
fiber. Jm and Km are the m’th-order Bessel and modified
Bessel functions, respectively, uv,m and wv,m are the nor-
malized transverse propagation constants inside the core,
and the cladding, respectively, and �v,m is the longitudinal
propagation constant. These constants are related through
the following formulae

uv,m = �v,ma ,

V2 = uv,m
2 + wv,m

2 ,

V =
2	a

�

ncore

2 − nclad
2 , �3�

where ncore and ncore are the core and cladding refractive
indices, respectively. In addition, Fig. 2 depicts the ampli-
tude and phase profiles of the first few linearly polarized
modes. On closer inspection of the phase profiles of these
modes, one notices that they are orthogonal to each other.
Thus, to selectively excite one particular mode, it is suffi-
cient to match the phase profile of that specific mode. This
can be achieved through phase modulation of the input field
by placing a proper phase element in its path, as shown in
Fig. 3. In this setup, the first lens collimates the light out of
the single mode fiber �SMF�, and the second lens focuses
the phase modulated light to the input facet of a larger core
fiber that sustains more than one mode. We refer to this

fiber as a large core fiber. Proper selection of the focal
length of the focusing lens has a great impact on achieving
high coupling efficiency to the LP11, as we present later in
this section.

For the coupling scheme presented in Fig. 3, the light
out of the SMF is assumed to be Gaussian with a beam
waist defined as7

wS = aS�0.65 + 1.619VS
−1.5 + 2.879VS

−6� . �4�

In Eq. �4�, aS and VS are the SMF radius and its V-number,
respectively. The field immediately after the collimating
lens has a beam waist of

wg = wS�1 + � L�

	wS
2�2�1/2

. �5�

Assuming perfect collimation, the beam waist at the phase
element will be wg as well.

Fig. 2 Intensity distributions of the first three modes: �a� LP01, �b� LP11, �c� LP21, and phase distribu-
tions of the first three higher order modes: �a� LP01, �b� LP11, and �c� LP21.

Fig. 3 The coupling scheme showing the phase element placed in
the path of the input beam.
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The phase coupling element that we introduce has a
phase profile identical to that of the LP11 mode. The trans-
mittance T�x,y� of this phase element can be represented by
a sign function as follows

T�x,y� = sign�x�

sign�x� = � 1 x � 0

0 x = 0

− 1 x � 0
� . �6�

The field distribution at the input of the fiber can be calcu-
lated using the Fresnel approximation as follows

Ein�x,y� =
i

�f
�

x�=−



 �
y�=−





sign�x��

�exp�−
x�2 + y�2

2wg
2 �exp�− ik

f
��xx� + yy��dx�dy�

=
2i	wg

2

�f
exp�−

x2 + y2

2wG
2 � · erfi� x


2wG
� , �7�

where

erfi�z� = erfi�iz� =
2i

	
�

0

z

exp�t2�dt , �8�

and wG=� · f /2	wg. In Eq. �7�, f represents the effective
focal length of the second lens in Fig. 3, and k is the wave
number of the light 2	 /�. The derivation of Eq. �7� is
given in the Appendix in Sec. 5. In addition, the input
Gaussian beam is assumed, without loss of generality, to be
linearly polarized along the x direction. Notice that we used
Cartesian coordinates to represent both the phase transmit-
tance of the coupling element and the field at the input of
the large core fiber. However, it is more convenient to use
polar coordinates in this cylindrical symmetric structure.
Defining the following normalized polar coordinates

� = � x2 + y2

2wG
2 �1/2

� = tan−1�y/x� , �9�

Eq. �7� can be written as follows

Ein��,�� =
2i	wg

2

�f
exp�− �2� · erfi�� cos �� . �10�

The amplitude and phase distributions of Ein are depicted in
Fig. 4. Notice that the phase profile matches that of the
LP11 mode presented in Fig. 3�e�. However, the amplitude
differs from that presented in Fig. 3�b�. This amplitude mis-
match reduces the coupling efficiency to the LP11 mode. To
estimate the selective coupling efficiency using this phase
element, we apply the overlap integral in Eq. �3� after a
coordinate change to the normalized polar coordinates de-
fined by Eq. �9�. For the LP11 mode, the overlap integral
can be written as

�v,m =
	L	2

D1 · D2
, �11�

where

L = �
0

2	 �
0

a/
2wG

exp�− �2� · erfi�� cos ��

· Jm�b11���d�d� + �
0

2	 �
a/
2wG




exp�

− �2� · erfi�� cos �� · � Jm�u11�
Km�w11�

�Km�c11���d�d� , �12�

D1 =
�2f2

2	2wg
2�

0

2	 �
0




	exp�− �2� · erfi�� cos ��	2�d�d� , �13�

and

Fig. 4 The calculated �a� amplitude and �b� phase profiles of the field at the input facet of the large
core fiber.
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D2 = �
0

2	 �
0

a/
2wG

	Jm�b11��	2�d�d�

+ �
0

2	 �
a/
2wG


 �� Jm�u11�
Km�w11�

�Km�c11���2

�d�d� . �14�

In Eqs. �11�–�14�, b11 and c11 are defined as

b11 =
u11


2wG

a
,

c11 =
w11


2wG

a
. �15�

Equation �12� can be simplified by expanding the error
function in a polynomial series around zero as

erfi�z� =
2


	

n=0



�z�2n+1

n!�2n + 1�
. �16�

Using this expansion, Eq. �12� can be written as,

L =
2


	

n=0



1

n!�2n + 1��0

2	

�cos ��2n+1d�

���
0




exp�− ��2�� · �11����2n+2d�� , �17�

where �11��� is the LP11 mode radial dependant term de-
fined as

�11��� = �J1�b11�� � � a/
2wG

� J1�u11�
K1�w11�

�K1�c11�� � � a/
2wG � . �18�

To obtain a closed-form solution of the integral in Eq. �17�,
�11��� is approximated by a first-order Hermite-Gaussian
as follows8

�11��� � p1� exp�− �p2�2�� , �19�

where p1 and p2 are constants. The values of these con-
stants can be obtained by applying two constraints. First,
the area under both curves is equal,

�
0




�11����d� = �
0




p1� exp�− �p2�2���d� . �20�

Applying this constraint, we obtain the following linear re-
lation between the two constants

p1 = hp2

h = 2� �1 − J0�u11��
b11

+ � J1�u11�
K1�w11�

�K0�w11�
c11

� . �21�

In the second constraint, the value of p2 is obtained by
minimizing the profile amplitude error R, defined as

R = �11��� − hp2� exp�− p2�2� . �22�

Using these approximations, Eq. �14� can be further simpli-
fied as

L = p1
2�

n=0


 
	�n + 1��2n�!
2nn!

�p2 + 1�−�1+n��2

. �23�

In the denominator, the first integral D1 is very difficult to
be solved analytically. However, neglecting the Fresnel
losses from the phase element and the lens, we can apply
Parseval’s theory, since Ein is proportional to the Fourier
transform of the input Gaussian beam phase modulated by
the coupling element. Thus,

D1 =
	wg

2

�2f2 . �24�

The second integral in the denominator part of Eq. �11� has
the following solution

D2 = 	a2H�u11,w11� , �25�

where

H�u11,w11� = �J1
2�u11� − J0�u11�J2�u11�� + � J1�u11�

K1�w11�
�

��K0�w11�K2�w11� − K1
2�w11�� . �26�

Substituting Eqs. �23�–�25� into Eq. �11�, we obtain the
following expression for the coupling efficiency

�11 =

�2f2p1
2�

n=0


 
	�n + 1�2n!

2nn!
�p2 + 1�−�1+n��2

	2wg
2a2H�u11,w11�

. �27�

This expression is represented in terms of an infinite series.
However, a few expansion terms might only be needed to
obtain a precise value of �11. Figure 5�a� depicts the cou-
pling efficiency as a function of the number of expansion
terms. In these calculations, we consider an effective focal
length f of 8 mm for the focusing lens. The figure shows
that by including more than 16 expansion terms into the
efficiency calculation, the calculated value of �11 converges
to a stable value. Therefore, in the rest of this work we use
16 expansion terms to evaluate �11 when using the expres-
sion in Eq. �27�. To predict the accuracy of this expression,
we compare the exact numerical calculation of the overlap
integral in Eqs. �2� and �27� as a function of f . These results
are depicted in Fig. 5�b�. In the numerical calculations, Ein
is computed by using the Fresnel propagation of the input
Gaussian beam phase modulated by the coupling element
through the second lens. The figure shows a great corre-
spondence between both cases. However, the slight differ-
ence in the graphs is mainly due to the first-order Hermite-
Gaussian approximation, as presented in Eq. �19�.
Additionally, the graphs show that the coupling efficiency
is maximized around f =8 mm. This seems contradictory
with Eq. �27� due to the presence of f2 in the numerator.
The explanation for the maximization of �11 at a specific
effective focal length value can be traced to the formulation
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of p1 and p2. However, constants p1 and p2 implicitly de-
pend on f through b11, c11, and wg, as presented in Eqs. �15�
and �21�. Figure 6 shows the values of p1 and p2 as a
function of f . Notice that both p1 and p2 increases with f .

3 Experimental Results
In our experimental setup, a HeNe laser source is coupled
to a single mode fiber and the output is then collimated
using a 20� objective lens. The phase modulated light is
then coupled into a larger core fiber that sustains a few
modes using a 20� objective lens with effective focal
length of 9 mm. The fiber used is a Corning SMF 28,
which has a single mode at 1550 nm, and supports four
modes at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. Without any phase
elements, we maximized the light coupled to the LP01 to
guarantee minimum tilt and shift in the input beam. The
phase element shown in Fig. 7�a� was fabricated in Shiply
PR1805 photoresist using a stepper system. The refractive
index of the photoresist is 1.6406 at the working wave-
length. To achieve a 	 phase shift, the step height was set
to 494 nm. Using this element, the resulting far-field inten-

sity distribution at the output of the fiber is depicted in Fig.
7�b�. The figure shows that the light is selectively coupled
to the LP11 mode. Measuring the output power, 81.4% of
the power at the input facet of the large core fiber is
coupled to the LP11 mode. This value is very close to the
calculated coupling efficiency of 83.7% using Eq. �27�,
shown as the dashed line in Fig. 5�b�. The cross talk is
minimized by properly aligning the input light and the
phase element to be on axis with the few-modes fiber.

Fig. 5 The coupling efficiency at a focal length of 8 mm as a function of the number of expansions. b
The calculated coupling efficiencies to the LP11 mode using the analytical form in Eq. �12� using 16
expansion terms and the exact numerical integration.

Fig. 6 Dependence on values of p1 and p2 on effective focal length
showing increasing relationship for both parameters.

Fig. 7 Zygo image of the phase element for coupling to the LP11
mode fabricated in PR1805 photoresist. �b� Observed far-field inten-
sity distributions of the light at the out of the fiber using this phase
element.
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4 Conclusion

We theoretically and experimentally investigate a mode se-
lective coupling scheme based on phase matching. Using a
phase element where the phase profile matches the LP11
mode, an experimentally measured selective coupling effi-
ciency as high as 81% is obtained. In addition, we derive a
closed-form solution of the coupling efficiency using series
expansion of the imaginary error function and approximat-
ing the radial dependent term by a Hermite-Gaussian of the
first order. Theoretically, results obtained using this analyti-
cal solution are seen to coincide with the exact numerical
integration for the coupling efficiency. Additionally, the
measured coupling efficiency matches to a great extent the
predicted one obtained from the analytical solution. How-
ever, to achieve high-mode selectivity coupling, a precise
alignment is required. To further improve the coupling ef-
ficiencies, dual elements have to be used to match both
phase and amplitude of the desired modes, which is cur-
rently being investigated.

5 Appendix

The field distribution at the input facet of the fiber is de-
fined as

Ein�x,y� =
i

�f
�

x�=−



 �
y�=−





sign�x��

�exp�−
x�2 + y�2

2wg
2 �

�exp�− ik

f
�xx� + yy��dx�dy�� , �28�

Ein�x,y� =
i

�f
�

x�=−



 �
y�=−





sign�x��

�exp�−
x�2 + y�2

2wg
2 �

�exp�− ik

f
�xx� + yy��dx�dy�� . �29�

Separating the two integrals in x and y,

Ein�x,y� =
i

�f��−





sign�x��exp�− x�2

2wg
2 −

ikx

f
x��dx��

· ��
−





exp�− y�2

2wg
2 −

iky

f
y��dy�� . �30�

The integration over y has a straightforward Gaussian so-
lution; however, the integration over x is expanded into two
integrations around zero as follows

Ein�x,y� =
i

�f��0




exp�− x�2

2wg
2 −

ikx

f
x��dx�

− �
−


0

exp�− x�2

2wg
2 −

ikx

f
x��dx��

��wg

2	 · exp�−

k2 · wg
2 · y2

2 · f2 �� . �31�

The integration over x can be further simplified by complet-
ing the squares in the exponents as following

�exp�−
k2 · wg

2 · x2

2 · f2 ���
0




exp�−
1

wg
2 · �x� −

iwg
2kx

f
�2�dx�

− �
−


0

exp�−
1

wg
2 · �x� −

iwg
2kx

f
�2�dx��� . �32�

Defining the following variables

x̄ =

x�

wg
−

iwgkx

f

i
2

for the first integral and

x̄ = −

x�

wg
−

iwgkx

f

i
2

for the second integral, the previous formula is simplified to

� iwg


2
exp�−

k2 · wg
2 · x2

2 · f2 ���
−

wgkx

f
2




exp�x̄2�dx̄

− �wgkx

f
2




exp�x̄2�dx̄�� . �33�

The two integral subtraction can be simplified into one in-
tegral by changing the integral limits as follows

� iwg


2
exp�−

k2 · wg
2 · x2

2 · f2 ��
−

wgkx

f
2

wgkx

f
2 exp�x̄2�dx̄� . �34�

The function inside the integral is even, thus the previous
integral can be simplified to

�i2wg

2 exp�−

k2 · wg
2 · x2

2 · f2 ��
0

wgkx

f
2 exp�x̄2�dx̄� . �35�

Defining a new constant,

wG =
f

kwg
=

�f

2	wg
,

the total field expression can be written as
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Ein�x,y� =
− 2
2wg

2
2	

�f
exp�−

y2 + x2

2 . wG
2 ��

0

x/
2wG

exp�x̄2�dx̄ .

�36�

Defining

erfi�z� = erf�iz� =
2i

	
�

0

z

exp�t2�dt ,

then

Ein�x,y� =
2i	 · wg

2

�f
· exp�−

y2 + x2

2 · wG
2 �erfi� x


2 · wG
�. �37�
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